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In a global economy, events occurring in one region can quickly  
impact the daily operations of companies worldwide. And if 
organizations are unprepared for sudden changes, supply shortages 
and working capital deficiencies can wreak havoc internally.

https://strategictreasurer.com/?utm_source=tu-newsletter&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2018-q2
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As the owners of working capital, treasurers must constantly be 
surveying the landscape for any issues that might disrupt cash flows, 
while also identifying opportunities that could enhance liquidity.

ECONOMIC FACTORS Key Areas of Analysis

INTRODUCTION
The financial supply chain can be a fragile and challenging area of operations. This is especially 
true in today’s dynamic and fast-paced business environment. In a global economy, events 
occurring in one region can quickly impact the daily operations of companies worldwide. And 
if organizations are unprepared for sudden changes, supply shortages and working capital 
deficiencies can wreak havoc internally. For this reason, financial risk management, cash 
forecasting, and working capital optimization have become increasingly important responsibilities 
for treasury professionals today.  

As the owners of working capital, treasurers must constantly be surveying the landscape for 
any issues that might disrupt cash flows, while also identifying opportunities that could enhance 
liquidity. While these cash management responsibilities require visibility to a variety of areas, 
the financial supply chain takes on particular importance. As the benefits of streamlining cash 
conversion cycles and optimizing payment strategies with vendors becomes more apparent, 
buyers and suppliers alike are turning to their financial supply chain to achieve greater efficiency 
and, ultimately, to get a better handle on their working capital. However, as these initiatives are 
pursued, new market and economic factors continue to alter the landscape. Thus, as firms look 
to implement supply chain finance initiatives, it is vitally important that they understand how 
potential market events could alter the profitability and viability of their programs.
 
Looking at 2018 and 2019, we have identified four key economic factors that are currently 
impacting or could impact firms’ supply chain finance initiatives, for better or for worse. These 
include rising interest rates, a new U.S. tax structure, looming trade conflicts, and challenging 
cross-border regulatory policies. Each of these factors and their effects on the realm of supply 
chain finance are analyzed further in the following pages. 
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INTEREST RATES

When determining the most effective strategy for 
optimizing working capital, the interest rate environment 
is one of the first factors that comes into play. As virtually 
all of the investments financed by working capital are of 
shorter duration, available investment opportunities must 
be closely evaluated alongside any supplier discount 
programs and debt repayment options to determine 
which avenue is most cost-effective. In a low interest 
rate environment, many organizations discover that the 
discounts offered by some suppliers in exchange for early 
payment will far surpass the returns of any short-term 
investment. As these discounts are also considered to 
be a near risk-free form of return, many companies find 
such programs highly effective, especially in low-interest 
rate environments. However, as interest rates rise, the 
comparative benefits of supplier discounts will dissolve 
and it may become more effective for buyers to forego 
the discount and instead look to maximize returns in the 
market. Looking at North America specifically, interest 
rates have continued to rise quickly and currently stand 
at 2%. What’s more, a recent Strategic Treasurer survey 
found that 90% of corporates expect U.S. interest rates to 
continue increasing over the next 12 months1. While there 

are other factors that influence a company’s working 
capital strategies, there is typically a greater level of 
participation in discounting programs in low interest 
rate environments than in high-rate environments. 
However, it is worth noting that the annualized return 
achieved through a standard 2/10 net 30 discount is 
over 36%. Comparatively, the nominal yield for a 30-day 
AA asset-backed commercial paper issue is ~2% at the 
time of this writing in June 20182. Other options, such as 
investing cash internally or paying down debt, are also 
potential strategies. However, even these options will 
rarely, if ever, exceed the 36% annual returns obtainable 
through supplier discounts. And given that 50% of 
corporates indicate that they are often or always in an 
excess cash position3, many treasurers find they are in 
a satisfactory liquidity position to quickly pay suppliers 
without having to use 3rd party funds or borrow cash. 
Thus, supplier discounts are one of the most effective 
forms of return on working capital, and any organization 
not currently utilizing supplier discounts would be wise 
to evaluate how such a program could impact their cash 
flows. 

The nominal yield for a 30-day AA 
asset-backed commercial paper issue is 
              as of June 2018

The annual returns obtained from 
utilizing 2/10 net 30 terms offered 
by suppliers stands at 36% ~2%

SUPPLIER DISCOUNTS VS. OTHER WORKING CAPITAL OPPORTUNITIES 
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REGULATORY CHALLENGES: 
CREDIT QUALITY & CROSS-BORDER 
DATA FLOWS

Today, the varying sets of regulations in play across the 
world means that any buyer with a globally distributed 
supply chain must comply with a multitude of legal 
frameworks and scenarios. This dilemma is particularly 
problematic in South America and Asia, where regulations 
can be quite different from one country to the next 
and it is very challenging to develop a standard set of 
supplier financing procedures. For instance, the ongoing 
lack of any robust credit structure in many South 
American countries makes it very difficult to determine 
the creditworthiness of suppliers. At the same time, 
widespread economic turmoil in the region has deterred 
foreign investment, and in 2015, a record 1,287 Brazilian 
companies sought government protection from creditors4. 
Thus, many companies find that the risk of supplier 
default or economic instability in this region poses too 
great a risk to invest significant amounts of time or money 
in a supplier financing program. 

However, in recent years, a broader issue being 
experienced by firms looking to implement a global SCF 
program involves data protection and privacy policies 
currently in place or being proposed by the governments 
of China, Russia, Brazil, India, and Vietnam. In these 
countries and even recently within the EU, new and 

proposed data localization policies have placed limitations 
on how a wide range of information, including financial 
data, can be transmitted and shared cross-border. In 
some instances, countries have made it virtually illegal 
to transmit financial data from local businesses across 
national borders unless strict requirements and approvals 
are met. Where supply chain finance is concerned, this 
means that an organization that uses a global electronic 
solution for supply chain finance would have to comply 
with all sorts of checks and inspections and may even be 
required to maintain local data servers in each country 
where financial data is being pulled or extracted. This 
would introduce an entirely new set of expenses for 
companies resulting in a profound impact on the cost 
effectiveness of their programs. In order to limit the effect 
that these rules would have on their business, many 
cloud-based SCF solutions providers hold that while 
they must maintain physical servers in each country 
of operation, each individual business that operates on 
their platform does not. This means that a business 
using a SCF solution that maintains local servers in 
China and India would not have to maintain their own 
separate servers in the region in order to extract financial 
data from their suppliers. However, given the complex 
and ever-evolving nature of these laws and regulations, 
organizations looking to implement a cross-border 
supplier financing program are strongly encouraged to 
consult with their legal teams and other experts to ensure 
compliance.

Ongoing issues related to 
credit quality and economic 
instability have proven 
difficult to overcome. In 2015, 
a record 1,287 companies 
sought government 
protection from creditors, 
many of which ultimately 
declared bankruptcy. 

Companies with 
global supply chains 
must navigate 
challenges including 
data localization laws, 
a lack of credit 
information, and strict 
KYC and 
documentation 
requirements. 

The EU is considering 
introducing strict data 
localization laws for 
financial data after just 
recently releasing 
GDPR, a regulation 
aimed at enforcing 
stricter data 
compliance standards. 

Countries like china, 
vietnam, russia, and india 
have propose or already 
enacted data localization 
statutes that place 
restrictions on how 
financial data can be 
shared and transmitted 
across national borders. 

Widespread political 
turmoil has created a 
chaotic environment 
to conduct business 
in; so much so that 
many companies have 
completely exited the 
country or greatly 
reduced their 
presence there. 

BRAZIL EUROPEAN UNIONVENEZUELA ASIA/E. EUROPEN. AMERICA
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TAX ENVIRONMENT 

In late 2017, the first overhaul to the U.S. tax structure 
in over thirty years was passed by congress, which 
introduced widespread tax cuts for both businesses and 
individuals. Regarding corporate taxes specifically, rates 
were reduced from 35% to 21%. While these changes look 
to provide advantages for all U.S.-based companies, those 
with overseas operations stand to benefit most. This is 
due to an additional measure of the reform that allowed 
a temporary reduction to the repatriation tax, which has 
stood at 35% over many years and has been a massive 
barrier for firms looking to bring money back into the 
U.S. The repatriation tax (a tax on foreign holdings that 
U.S. companies must pay in order to return or “repatriate” 
their funds back to the U.S.) was cut by as much as 50% 
in early 2018 as part of a tax holiday. Because of this cut, 
companies brought tens of billions of dollars back into 
the United States, which has served to further domestic 
investments in a wide range of areas including supply 
chain finance. 

In a recent survey conducted by Strategic Treasurer 
and TD Bank, 42% of corporates saw tax reform as 
presenting an opportunity for their business, and over 
25% indicated that they would bring funds back to the 
U.S. as a direct result of the reform5. And as we have 
seen, U.S.-centric investments did jump considerably 
and billions of dollars were repatriated back into America 
from overseas stockpiles. As a result of this influx of 
capital, corporates now have more cash to invest in 
new projects and initiatives, with data indicating that 
updates to financial technology will see specific focus and 
attention. Regarding these tech-focused investments, 14% 
of organizations planned to invest in supply chain finance 
solutions over the next year; nearly one in seven firms! 
Additionally, 34% of firms indicated an intent to spend on 
faster and more integrated AP and AR capabilities, which 
closely coincide with supply chain finance programs and 
would also serve to bolster working capital initiatives6.

THE IMPACT OF TAXES ON CORPORATE SPEND PLANS

How would tax reform impact your 
business plans? (Select all that apply) 

In which areas of your financial 
operations does your organization plan 
to invest in 2018?  (Select all that apply) 

32%
Increase/benefit our financial performance Supply chain solutions

14%

32%
Increase investments in the U.S.

24%
Reconciliation & controls

34%
It would cause an increase in total income

32%
Treasury mgmt systems (TMS) &/or ERP

42%
Bring funds back to the U.S.

34%
Faster & more integrated AR/AP capabilities

44% 39%
Help the U.S. economy Cyber & fraud security protections
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TRADE CONFLICTS 

While the U.S. tax cuts look to boost the U.S. economy, 
there are several other developments facing the 
landscape with impacts that have yet to be fully 
determined. Where supply chain finance is concerned, 
perhaps the most concerning development has to do 
with escalating trade conflicts. This includes discussions 
regarding the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), the 
renegotiation attempts of the NAFTA trade deal, and 
also the rapidly escalating trade conflicts between the 
U.S., China, and with the G-7 nations concerning trade 
imbalances.   

Regarding the North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA), Canada, Mexico, and the United States are 
currently locked in discussions on how to reconstruct 
the deal and talks are scheduled to last throughout the 
summer. Currently, representatives from each country 
are operating with the hope that new terms for the 
agreement can be reached that are satisfactory for all 
parties. However, the U.S. recently imposed new tariffs on 
select Canadian and Mexican imports, and both Mexico 
and Canada responded with tariffs of their own. If further 
negotiations are unsuccessful, the termination of NAFTA 

could result in even more tariffs being levied on imports 
between the countries and disrupt the flow of commerce 
between business partners across North America.

Looking beyond NAFTA, perhaps an even more serious 
development concerning global markets is the rapidly 
escalating trade conflicts between North America, the 
other G-7 nations, and China. Over the past several 
months, friction between all of these countries has 
escalated as the U.S. has introduced new tariffs on 
imported goods, claiming that current trade imbalances 
are stacked against them. In response, many of these 
nations have responded with tariffs of their own. While 
the direction these conflicts will ultimately take is not 
yet apparent, any trade war between the U.S. and the 
other G-7 nations or with China could be highly disruptive 
for multinational companies, with higher tariffs and the 
potential for a complete shutdown of trade all possible 
outcomes. If worse comes to worst, companies with 
global supply chains would be forced to alter their 
business networks to consist of primarily domestic 
companies, or face heavy tariffs and the potential for 
widespread supply shortages and blackouts.

CHINAAfter introducing or 
proposing new tariffs 
against a number of 
countries, the U.S. has 
been hit with tariffs by 
other nations as 
retaliation. This 
includes those by 
Canada, China, and 
Mexico, as well as 
other G-7 nations. 

While the back-and-forth 
trade conflict between the 
U.S. and China has been a 
prolonged event, tensions 
have escalated quickly in 
recent months after 
massive tariffs announced 
by the U.S. against China 
were met with similar 
tariffs by the Chinese. 

N. AMERICA

MEXICO

While negotiations to 
save the NAFTA 
agreements are ongoing, 
escalating tensions 
between Mexico and the 
U.S. have seen both 
countries introduce new 
tariffs against the other in 
2018. 

MIDDLE EAST

While  not usually labeled as trade 
conflict, the sanctions imposed by 
the U.S. and other nations on 
many groups, governments, and 
individuals in the Middle East and 
Russia  poses a challenge for 
companies that operate in these 
regions, as additional compliance 
checks and KYC requirements can 
be costly. 

G-7 NATIONS (Europe)

The U.S. claims of trade 
imbalances with a number of 
the G-7 nations have furthered 
expectations that new tariffs 
levied by the U.S. against 
countries like France, 
Germany, and the U.K. are set 
to be released, which would 
undoubtedly result in 
retaliatory tariffs from these 
nations against the U.S. 

CANADA

After recent talks held 
at the annual G-7 
conference were 
largely unsuccessful, 
Canada and the U.S. 
have both introduced 
tariffs targeting the 
others’ exports. 
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ABOUT STRATEGIC TREASURER 

Since 2004, Strategic Treasurer has helped hundreds of corporate clients face real world 
treasury issues. Our team of senior consultants is comprised of former practitioners 
with actual corporate treasury experience who have “hopped the desk” to support their 
former peers from the consulting side. Strategic Treasurer consultants are known not 
only for their expertise in the treasury space, but also for their responsiveness to client 
issues, thorough follow-through on each project, and general likability as temporary team 
members of your staff. 
 
Our focus as a firm centers on maintaining true expertise in the treasury space. Through 
constantly refreshing our knowledge and intentionally learning about leading solutions, we 
ensure that our understanding is both global in scope and rich in detail.

525 Westpark Drive, Suite 130
Peachtree City, GA 30269

+1 678.466.2220
strategictreasurer.com

info@strategictreasurer.com
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FINAL THOUGHTS 

& To Learn More...
Due to the ever-changing nature of today’s global economy, companies cannot grow complacent 
with their supply chains. In an environment where working capital optimization and efficiency 
are heavily emphasized, treasurers are recognizing just how important a well-groomed and 
strategically managed supply chain is to their liquidity management initiatives. But developing 
and maintaining an optimized financial supply chain is easier said than done. In addition to 
the issues discussed above, any firm wishing to optimize their supply chain operations must 
also evaluate available funding sources, identify which type of technology solution should be 
leveraged, and also decide what techniques should be used to drive supplier engagement. Due 
to the complexities that can arise as such a program is created, the decision to develop a SCF 
program is one that requires careful and strategic planning. For organizations wishing to learn 
more about how to implement a technology-driven SCF program, click on the link below to sign 
up for our soon-to-be-released 2018 Supply Chain Finance Analyst Report. This year’s report 
offers a comprehensive view of the leading practices, strategies, and technologies utilized within 
the supply chain finance landscape today and also provides analysis on some of the top SCF 
vendors that currently operate within the space. 

https://strategictreasurer.com/?utm_source=tu-newsletter&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2018-q2
https://strategictreasurer.com/?utm_source=tu-newsletter&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=2018-q2
mailto:info%40strategictreasurer.com%20?subject=RE%3A%20Treasury%20Update%20Newsletter
https://www.linkedin.com/company/218873
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFP3FchiXqUTaOUN90pCV5g
https://twitter.com/StratTreasurer
https://strategictreasurer.com/2018-supply-chain-finance-analyst-report/
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 Management Systems 
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